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ON THE COEFFICIENTS AND THE GROWTH OF GAP
POWER SERIES*
DIETER GAIER
1. Introduction and outline of general method.
1.1. Introduction. Assume that we are given an entire function f with a
gap power series expansion, i.e.,
(1.1) f(z) anz with an 0 for n kk, /c 1, 2, ..-,
n--0
where {),k} is a certain sequence of natural numbers, 0 < kl < k2 < "".
It is well-known that under suitable conditions on {,k} the function f has,
roughly speaking, about the same rate of growth as z
--
in different
directions. For example [11, p. 622], if {kk} has density D -> 0, then in
every angle <- arg z __</3 with/3 a > 2rD, f will be of the same order and
type as in the full plane. In particular, if the power series has Fabry gaps"
D 0, or equivalently k
we can conclude from order and type in every angle =< arg z =< /3,/3 > a,
to the order and type of f in the full plane.
In this paper we are interested in the limiting case, in which not the
behavior of f in an angle, but only on a radius, for example for z x > 0,
is known. Fabry gaps no longer suffice to get information about the growth
of re(r) maXlzl= If(z)I, since already PSlya pointed out [11, p. 636]
that there exist entire functions with Fabry gaps (even k/k ->_ log log k),
which are bounded for x > 0.
Instead, it will be seen that the slightly stronger gap condition
(1.2) a =0 for n# k, k 1,2, ..., with 1
will be the proper one to conclude from the growth of f on z x > 0
to a similar growth of re(r). One particular ease is known"
TI-IOtE [9, p. 286]. If he entire fncion (1.1) aifie he gap condi-
dition (1.2), and f(z) is bounded for z x > O, then f is a constant; in fact,
f= O since ao O.
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One of our results will be:
THEOREM 6. If the entire function (1.1) satisfies the gap condition (1.2)
and iff(x) O(e"), x
-
-
, a > O, then f is at most of order a and type 1.
A theorem of this type was recently proved by the author [5]. There the
growth off on an arbitrary Jordan arc from 0 to (instead of z x > 0)
was prescribed, but the gap condition (1.2) had to be strengthened to
k
-+ ]c-- some e> 0,(log It)+
in order to apply the Wiman-Valiron theory. The case a 1 plays a
decisive role in the proof of the unrestricted high indices theorem for
Borel summability and motivated our investigations.
A main step in our proof will be the derivation of a representation formula
for the coefficients am of f (see (1.11)), and the radial growth of f will be
reflected in an estimate of am [, which in turn can be used to estimate re(r).
Such estimates of la are typical for high indices theorems for power
series, but our complex variable method does not give such fine estimates
as am 0(1) for a Hadamard gap power series in z < i which is bounded
on (0, 1). We quote one of our results in this direction.
THEOREM 11. If f(z) =o a,z is regular in z < 1 and has Hada-
mard gaps, i.e.,
a, 0 for n k, where + >- 0 1,Xk
then each of the conditions
f(x) s
-
O((1-- x)"), x---> l O, a > O, or f’ L,(O, 1), p > 1,
implies :=0 a, < for every e > O.
1.2. Lemma on functions of exponential type. The following lemma of
Phragm4n-LindelSf type will be used.
LEMMA 1 [12, p. 36], [2, p. 82]. Let f be regular and of exponential type in
Rez >-_ O, f( z) <- M forz iy, and
h(0) lim sup log If(x) <= c.
Then
(1.3) If(z)[ <- Me, z x--iy, x >- O.
1.3. Outline of general method. Assume that f(z) =0 a,z con-
verges for[z[ < T0,0 < T0_-< ,andthata0 0. For any fixed T with
0 T <: To we shall study the auxiliary function
T
(1.4) H(z; T) f f(t)t
--
dt, z x + iy.
,o
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This transformation (with T ) has been employed by Edrei [4, p. 121]
in the case that f(t) was bounded on > 0, but the corresponding trans-
formation for Dirichlet series (see (4.3)) goes back to V. Bernstein [1,
p. 111] who used it for different purposes. Since f(t)/t is regular on (0, T},
H(z; T) will be defined for Re z < 1, and will represent there a regular
function.
On the imaginary axis we have
r If(t) iy.(1.5) g(z; T) < dt M(T) z
In order to obtain the analytic continuation of H(z; T) beyond Re z 1,
we write for z in Re z < 0 (so that t-l is bounded on (0, T))
--
dt , am
n Z
so that H(z; T) has the alternate representation in Re z , 0"
(1.6) H(z; T) -T-. a’T
n=l Z T
However, since D(T) n=l an Tn < , the series in (1.6) converges
uniformly for all z with z n _>- v > 0, i.e., H(z; T) is a meromorphic
function with possible simple poles at z n, at which H(z; T) has residues
-a, n 1,2, ....
As for the growth of H, we immediately obtain from (1.6)
(1.7) IH(z;T) <- T-x’D(T) if z-- n] >- y > 0
for n 1,2, ....
From now on we shall assume that
am 0 for n
We form the Blaschke product
(1.8) B(z) l X- z
which converges for every z -),/ 1, 2,
at z , simple poles at z -h, and
B(z) has simple zeros
(1.9) IB(z) =< lforRez-> 0 and IB(z) lforRez 0.
Therefore
+(z; T) B(z).H(z; T)
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is regular in Re z >- 0, and I(z; T) <- M(T) for z iy. With regards to
the growth of q in Re z -_> 0, we get from (1.7)
i(z; T) <= 2D(T).T if lz n -_> 1/2, n 1, 2, ...;
thus on the circle z n 1/2 we have
fT1/2q)(z; T) < 2D(T)T
-’.\T_I/. if T >= 1,ifT < 1,
which by the maximum principle holds also inside that circle. This implies
(1.10) [(z;T) <= D’(T).T-, Rez >_- 0,
with D’(T) 2D(T). T1, depending on whether T >__ 1 or T < 1.
This estimate of ! I, which contains the "bad" constant D(T)
lan ITs, can be improved by an application of Lemma 1. First,
(1.10) shows that is of exponential type in Re z _>- 0, and furthermore
h(0) lim sup log I(x; T) _< --log T.
Lemma 1 yields therefore [q(z; T)[ =< M(T)e(-r), Re z x _>_ O,
and for z n X we obtain, in particular,
I(n;T)[ la I’lB’(hm) =< M(T).T-,
n= h, m= 1,2, ...,
valid for every T in 0 < T < To.
This formula is the basis of our results" The growth of f(x), x > O,
reflects in. M(T), assumptions on the gap exponents ),k enter into B’ (hm) !,
and combining both we obtain information about an ].
By way of an example, if To and f(x) is bounded for x > 0, we
have M(T) O(log T), T
--
A- , and we see that the right-hand side of
(1.11) tends to zero for T --+ -t- and every fixed n > 0. Since B’ (h,) 0
we get an 0, n > 0; hence f is constant; this is Macintyre’s result men-
tioned above.
2. On the derivative of Blaschke products. Let h /),} be a sequence
of positive numbers, 0 < kl < k2 < with
(a) X+- ), >= > 0,
(2.1) (b) E1=< "
In order to estimate Jan by (1.11), it is necessary to obtain information
about
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(2.2) [B’(k)[-1 2kp with p IX kk +k
We see that p, > 1 for all m, and in 2 we shall discuss estimates of p {p}
from above for various choices of k.
2.1. The general case.
THEOREM 1. If k satisfies (2.1), we have
(2.3) 0 < log p o(Xm), m--
Proof. We write p IIlII2II, where II1 contains the factors with
/c < m, II2 those with X < X < 2X, and H those with X 2X. For
g we have X,, X (m )6, k 1, 2, m 1, and therefore
()- 1 (2Xe)-=X+X <<X- X (m- 1) 1)
since n/nl N e, n 0, 1, 2, .... This implies
lgH<X’m-- 1[lg=X
since X/m which is a consequence of (2.1b).
Assume H contains N factors (if N 0, put g 1). Then as above
1H N N
<
and hence
logH N X. log
sineem+N o(X+) o(
In Ha we finally have X 2X or (X X)
-
N 2/X, so that
and therefore
(logHa < log 1 +4 < 4X 1k2m
Combining our results, we arrive at (2.3).
9..2. Hadamard sequences. The sequence X {X} is called a Hadamard
sequence if
,k-I--1/,k, > 0, k 1, 2, for some 0 > 1.
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THEOREM 2. The sequence p {p,} is bounded if and only if X is a
Hadamard sequence. If Xk+l/hk --> , ]C , then pm --> 1, m ----> .
Proof. First let X be a Hadamard sequence. We write p, II1H2,
where
,-1 "-1 0-3. 0-3.
n ii x+x Ii 1 + x-,/x < HI+ I 1-t-k<m )kin )kk 3"=11 X_/Xm 3=11 --0-i < 1 0-"
since X_3./X _<_ 0-3., j 1, 2, m 1. Similarly,
II. II Xk -t- X II 1 -t- X/X+3. < II 1 -t- 0-3.
.> X X 3.=11 Xm/X,+3. i=11 --0-i’
and therefore
(2.4) 1 < p, <= C(O), m 1, 2,....
If X is not a Hadamard sequence, there exists a sequence of indices k
for which Xk+/X
-
1. Since every factor in pm is greater than 1, we have
for these indices
X+ + X X+i/X + 1
Pk > Xk+l Xk )kk+l/Xk 1
Now letX+/X ,k ,sothat for givene, 0 < e N 1/2, there
exists N N(e) such that X_/X N e, lc > N. Observing
l+x N 3x in 0 < x < 1log 1 x
’we get for m > N,
logH x +x logl +x/x N 3 x < 3 e
> x x > 1 x/x = x+ 1 e
since X/X+i N d, j 1, 2, .-.. On the other hand,
logX +X 2 log 1 +x/x N 32 X
notice that X/X N X_/X N N 1/2. For N N k < m we have
X N eX+i, i.e., X N e X,
so that the last sum is equal to or less than
Nk<m 1 e’
whereas _,< < e for m large enough. This proves log pm
--
0, m
--2.3. The case X /c, a > 1. We shall need the following result.
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LEMMA 2. For every > 1,
dx r tan1(2.5) J(a) log X" 1 2-"
Proof. Let C be the path consisting of
0-<x<-R; ]z] =R, 0_-<argz-<
z re/(2), 0 =< r _< R,
indented by circular arcsof radii p around z 0 and z 1. Then
z+ ldz =0"lg Z" L: 1
Letting p --+ 0, R
--
, and separating real and imaginary parts, we urrive
t (2.5).
Now we shall study the sequence p /pro} in the case }, /", a > 1.
THEOREM 3. If k ka 1 2 > 1, then
(2.6) 0 < log p,,, < J(a)m J(a)L,,TM, m 1, 2, ...,
where J a is defined in (2.5). The constant J is best possible.
Proof. We have for allm 1, 2, ..-,
X/,,, -t- 1 1 , (k/m)" -t- 11 log p 1 , log log
which can be interpreted as the lower Riemann sum for the function
x"+l. O<x,_h(x) -log
x"- 1
and Ax l/re. This implies (2.6).
That actually m-1. log p
--
J(a), m
--
o, follows from the fact that the
Riemann sums are integrals over step functions h,,(x) for which
h(x) h(x), m , 0 x < , and h(x) h(x).
The Lebesgue convergence theorem asserts that
l log P I h(x)dx] h(x) dx J(a), m
m 0 0
Remark. Since h(x) is monotonic and convex in each of the intervals
(0, 1) and (1, ), it is easy to see that even
--1
m lo.g p J(a), m .
Now we ask ourselves whether (2.6) still holds if k k" is replaced by
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Xk
_
The sequence m- log p, may be unbounded if only hk k t ---> ,
is assumed. We show this for a 2, defining h from certain index on s
blocks of consecutive integers. In the qth block
X lc and X+i +j, 0 <j Nj() log log
If k+l k + j(q) + 1, we have k+ > 1% + j() + 1, so ghag ghe -bloek
and he ( + 1)-block do nog overlap. We now have
X Xq+j kq + j 1 + j/kq 1, 1k (kq + j) (lCq + j) (1 + j/kq)
and on the other hand, for m kq,
X + X > xx) X+ + X > Xi(q) kq() kqi(q)p
k = + j(q) j(q)
since kq j(q). Therefore
llogp > 1 logkqj(q) log
-og og ’ q "
2.4. The case k+--h 0k, 0 z 1, 0 0. We first remark
that this condition implies
(2.7) + hi A A(e, z) > 0 with v 1 , for 1, 2, ....
Because we have
so that X+ X[ rO/2, k > k0(z, 0), which implies (2.7).
THEOnn 4. If X+ X OX for 0 < z < 1 and some 0 > 0, then
(2.8) 0. < log p < J(r-) X’, m 1, 2,...A
where r 1 (, A is the constant in (2.7), and J is the integral defined
in (2.5).
Remarks. In the special case +1 0V/ we therefore obtain
(2.9) log pm- 0(-), m
--
.
If /, a > 1, we have X+I Xk /-1 -/, and (2.8) gives
log pm= 0(m/), m
--
,
as already seen in (2.6).
Proof. Notice that X -> (const.). k+, so that k-I < . Now
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and this may again be interpreted as the lower Riemann sum for the
function h(x) of 2.3 (with a ,) and the division points x
k 1, 2, Therefore the right-hand side of the last inequality is less
than J(/) J(r-1), as stated in (2.8).
2.5. Generalization in the case of Hadamard sequences. Let
be a Hadamard sequence,+/ 0 > 1. In a generalization of our method
outlined in 1.3 we shall need information about the sequence q
defined by
(2.11) q + h + 2 where =--.
THEOREM 5. U k is a Hadamard sequence, q {%} is bounded.
Proof. Since h 0-h+, j 1, 2, we h.uve
H>= > 1 h/h x= 1 --0-"
Furthermore
H(1- M/x) H(1- o-s) # O,
k<m
and finally
(l+h+2Y {m x 2Y" m} {0
-
}< ] < exp +. < exp =, + 2
note 1 + x < e. Therefore {q=} is bounded.
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3. Application of general method to entire functions.
3.1. The general gap condition. First we assume that an entire function
f(z) anZ is given, the coelTicients of which satisfy the general gap
condition
(3.1) a 0 for n k, ]c 1,2,..., where 1
=< ;
here the are integers with 0 < }, < < , so that in particular a0 0.
Using (1.11) und (2.2) we obtain the coefficient estimate
(3.2) [aI_<_2np,,.M(T).T-, n= ,,m 1,2,...,
where {P/ is the sequence studied in 2, nd where
M(T) ] ’"f(t) dt, 0 < T< .
Note that (3.2) is valid for every T in 0 < T < .
Iff is of polynomial growth on the positive axis, f(x) O(x"), x
--
-+- ,
a > 0, we get M(T) O(T"), T
--
, so that the right-hand side of
(3.2) tends to zero for T and every fixedn > a. Hence an 0,
n a, i.e., f is a polynomial of degree __< a.
In the more interesting case of exponential growth
we have
and therefore
f(x) O(eX"), x- + , > 0,
du 2
e --.-
Ot U Ot ’/2
<
du
T> 2,e du < T,
M T) O \v,] T .
If we choose T > 0 so that T" 1 -t- n/a, we obtain
M(T)T O(1)el+nl" 1 +-
by Stirling’s formula, nd (3.2) yields
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(3.3) a 0 "pro, n Xm-- .
1+
Combining this with Theorem 1, we obtain "1
THEOREM 6. If f(z) E:=O anZ i8 an entire function satisfying the gap
condition (3.1) and iff(x) O(e), x + , a > O, then
a =0(1) (F l+an-) n---’
for every > O. In particular, f is at most of type i of order .
The last statement is proved by writing
If(z)] < I] I1 o(1) : ( :)=0 =0 F 1 +
nd observing that Mittg-Leffier’s function
E(y) Y 0(exp yl)
=0 r(1 + n) Y + ’
> 0,
(see, for instance, [6, p. 198]). Thus
If(z)] 0[exp (e"[ z I")], zl- ,
for every > 0, and the result follows.
The case a 1 is of particular importance in the theory of Borel summa-
bility. If B n=0 C S, one easily finds that
XE Cn o(eX) x---
---
n=0 n!
so that by Theorem 6, with a 1,
c O(e), n
-
,
for every e > 0, provided the c satisfy the gp hypothesis (3.1).
Professor Korevr pointed out to me that Theorem 6 is closely related to work
on the Mfintz-Sz’sz pproximtion theorem done by Clrkson-ErdSs [3] nd Korevr
[7]. The first uthors proved ([3, pp. 6-7], see also [7, p. 756])"
(,) inf x’-- P(x) >= (1 + )-’, > O, n > no(),
where is the L. norm in (0, 1), nd where the infimum rnges over all P(x)
’kaxx. It is esy to see that (,) furnishes nother proof of Theorem 6.
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THEOREM 7. /f n=0 C is Borel summable and satisfies the gap condi-
tion (3.1), the power series :=o c,z will converge in z < 1.
If the gap condition (3.1) is strengthened to
(3.4) c 0forn# Xk,/c 1, 2,-.. ,whereXk+l-- h => 0%/,0> 0,
we may apply a result of Meyer-KSnig and Zeller [10, p. 205] to obtain the
convergence of =0 c from its Borel summability. This is the unre-
stricted high indices theorem for Borel summability proved earlier by the
author [5].
3.2. Precision of the gap condition in Theorem 6. We shall now see that
the gap condition (3.1) is best possible in Theorem 6.
THEOREM 8. For every sequence {} of integers with
(3.5) 0 < 1 < 2 < and -1=
k=l
there exists an entire function f(z) :_-0 a,z with a, 0 for n ,
which is 0 1 for z x , but of infinite order.
This result is essentially due to Macintyre. We need"
LEMMA 3. U {} i8 a sequence of integers for which (3.5) holds, there
exists a subsequence {h} such that
(3.6) =
(b) X/m , m .
Proof. Let {e} be monotonic null sequence for which eX- ;
wemyssumee 1. Putj
-
2 sothtl <j ,
nd put
kl 1, /c=+1 /cm + jm, m -> 1, so that
Thereby the subsequence is determined, and we claim (3.6) to be fulfilled.
First, we have for monotony reasons
(!kmXk--m EkXk-1 in i" k _<_ / <
therefore
and if we take the sum over m and observe jm < jkm < -1em we get
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Property (3.6b) follows from
m m m m m
Proof of Theorem 8. Extract from {} subsequence } stisfying
(3.6). According to Mcintyre [9, pp. 287-290] there exists n entire
trnscendentM function f(z) :=o az with a 0 for n ,
m 1, 2, hence certainly a 0 for n , 1, 2, which is
bounded for z x > 0. Property (3.6b) shows that f hs Fbry gps, nd
by result of Phly [11, p. 631] f cnnot be of finite order.
3.3. ntire functions with Hadamard gaps. We now consider the cse
that f z :=o az with
(3.7) a 0forn ,k 1,2, ,where+/ 0 > 1.
LEMMA 4. U {nk} i8 a sequence of natural numbers with n+/n > 1,
then
(3.8) g(x) nk 0(x) + .
Proof. Let > 0 be so small that (1 +)/(1- ) < O. Givenx > 0,
there is t most one of the numbers n in the interval (1 )x, (1 + )x;
otherwise n+l/n (1 + )/(1 ) < 0 for some l. Assuming that
n, is the integer in that interval, we have
n n,
where the sum rnges over n with n x > x. This sum is therefore
less thn
(see [6, pp. 200-201]). Moreover, for 11 n 0, 1, 2, nd x 0,
e
by Stirling’s formula. This proves (3.8).
THEOREM 9. [f f(Z) =o anZ i8 an entire function satisfying the gap
condition (3.7), and f(x) O(e), x + , then
an 0(1) n ,
and 0(1) cannot be replaced by o(1). Furthermore f(z) O(e’’), z .
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Proof. The estimate of a follows from (3.3) and Theorem 2. Lemm 4
shows that 0(1) cannot be replaced by o(1), nd that
lf() < Z a I" z o()- Z/
4. On the coefficients of Dirichlet series. We shll now derive results
similar to those of 3, but for the coefficients of Dirichlet series the growth
of which is known as z approaches the boundary of convergence. We
assume that
(.1) f(z) n-
-
n:l
converges for Re z x > 0, and that
(4.2) 0 < M < k < ..., kn+-- k > > 0, 1:<
The second of these conditions implies that (4.1) converges absolutely in
x > 0 (see, for example, [1, p. 4]).
4.1. Modification of general method. Instead of (1.4) we start from the
transformation
(4.3) g(z; T) f(t)e’z dt, z x + 0,
for fixed T > 0. Since f(t) O(e-Xt), + , the integral converges
for x < Xx representing an analytic function in that halfplane. On x 0
we have
he analygie eonginuaion of H(z; T) beyond Re z X can be obtained
by inserging (4.1) into (4.g) and reversing ghe order of ingegraion and
summation for Re z < 0. We obtain
e e <0.
However, since = a le
-x < , he series in (4.) converges uni-
formly for all z wih z X n > 0, so ha H(z; T) is meromorphie
wigh simple poles a z X, a which H(; T) has residues -a,
1, 2, .... he poles are removed by considering
(z; ) ().(z; )
wigh he Blasehke produe B (z) of (1.8), and ig is found in ghe same way
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as in 1.3 that
O(z; T) -<_ er fr
Inserting z n we obtain
]anl.IB’(},n) __< e-r fr
Rez=x_O.
4.2. Applications of (4.6) in special cases.
(a) If f L(0, 1), let T
--
0 in (4.6).
TIEOREM 10. Let lh,} satisfy (4.2), and let f(z) =1 ane-"z
verge for Re z x > 0./ff L(0, 1), we have
P
<= 2npn If(t) dt, n 1,2,
aO
where Pn} is the sequence studied in 2.
If we specialize }, n",a> 1, and use our results in 2.3, we obtain
the estimate
an <---- 2n%J()n fo ]f(t) dt, n 1, 2, ...,
with J(a) tan (r/2a). This includes a result of Kuttner [8, p. 124],
according to which lim-0+ f(x) s implies a O(e’) for every p > J(a).
His proof depends on other work of Miss Cartwright. Kuttner also notes
that the estimate of a is not true for p < J(a).
(b) If f(t) O(1/t),
--
0+, we put T
-
in (4.6) to obtain
an O(pn log kn), n
--
.
(c) Iff(t) O(1/t),
--
0+, fl > 1, we again put T },-1 in (4.6) to
obtain
an O(hnpn), n ---> .
f’(d) If f is of bounded variation in (0, 1), i.e. L(0, 1), we get
la,l <= 2p ] ]f’(t) dt, n 1,2, ....
a0
To see this, apply Theorem 10 to f’(z) -n= an e
for every T > 0, where {p} is the sequence defined in (2.2) and studied
in 2.
and therefore
(4.6) an 2)npn’ex’v If(t) dt, n 1, 2,
con-
If(t)] dt, n 1, 2, ...,
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4.3. Refinement of method in the case of Hadamard gaps. Our results
of 4.2 can be improved somewhat if/,} is a Hadamard sequence"
,+1/, >_- 0, n 1, 2, ..., for some0> 1.
First we improve (4.6). To this end consider the function H(z; T) of
(4.3) not in Rez 0 but in Rez
-% where 0 is fixed for the
moment. On Re z
-
we hve
IN(z; T)] If(t) e-*" dt, z
-
+ iy.
Instead of B (z) we now use
B(z; ) h-- z
= + 2;
note that]B(z; ) 1 onRez
-
andB(z; y) 1 inRez -y.
The function
+(z; T; 7) B(z; 7)’H(z; T), Rez --,
is of exponential type in Re z
-
with h(0) T, so that by Lemm 1,
I(z; T; )l e(+) If(t) e-t dt, e z x -.
Putting z we obtain
[a[’lB’(X; 7)[ e’(x’+’) If(t) le
-
dt, n 1, 2, ...,
vlid for all 7 O, T > O. In view of 2.5 we choose 7 7 h/n, and we
obtain
(.7 I (x + )q.e+’ I() e-’’’ , 1, , ...,
where q are ghe numbers defined by (2.11) which are bounded if
is a Hadamard sequence (Theorem ).
We now resgrieg ghe behavior of f() as 0+. Assume firsg
f L(0, 1); ghis always implies f g(0, ) since f(0 O(e-x),
Legging T 0, (4.7) ives
(.s) a O(X). Jo If(t) e-t dt, n
where, as lways, 7 /n. If only f L(O, 1) is known we just get a
o(h). If, however, f L(O, 1), p > 1, orif f(t) O(1/t), 0+,
0 ( 1, we obtain by simple calculation
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(4.9) a, O(nl-ahn) 0((log h)l-h), n --+ ;
we have put p
-1 and observed that n 0(log ).
In the case that f(t) remains bounded as 0+, our method gives
a O(n) compared to the main step a 0(1) in Ingham’s proof of
the high indices theorem (see [6, p. 173]). If, however, we assume slightly
more, our method yields :=1 a < .
THEOREM 11. Let f(z) =ae
-
with kn+/kn >= 0 > 1 converge
for Re z x > 0, and assume that
(4.10) f(x) s -4- O(x), x-- O-4-, some a > O,
or
(4.11) f’ ff L(0, 1), somep > 1.
Then an O(q’) for some q K 1; in particular, := a, K for every
>0.
Again, our meghod does hOg give Zygmund’s resulg" =x a < if
f’ L(0, 1) (see [13, p. 197]).
Proof. We may gake a in 0 < a 1, and ghen may assume s 0 in
(.10) ogherwise consider f*(z) f(z) sz-x. Apply (.S)"
l+a.a On O( ), n ,
since h 0-h. From this our conclusion follows.
If (4.11) is assumed, an application of (4.9), with p-, to f’(z)
a ,e yields
a 0(ni- X-i) 0(Hi-"0-(1-)),
nd Theorem 11 is proved.
Conoiv. U f(z) :=i ae
-
with +i/X ! > 1 converges
for Re z x > 0 and is strongly continuous as z x O+ in the sense
of (4.10), then f is of bounded variation in (0, 1 ).
This follows from
(x)]dx =. ahe
-
dx
lanlXe-Xdx lalX e-xdxn=, n--
and Theorem 11.
Finally we remark that f(t) O(1/t), 0+, implies
a O(hlogn), n ,
which is slightly better than the result in 4.2(b); this is obtained by
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putting T kn-1 in (4.7). If f grows faster than -1
--
0-t- our refined
method does not improve the results obtained in 4.2.
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